Pleasant Memories Lands Sigourney Lydia Huntley
lydia sigourney - muse.jhu - sigourney’s pleasant memories of pleasant lands sean epstein- corbin. 88
chapter 5 memories of pleasant lands (1842), in which she expounds her own theory of cosmopolitan
education: among the advantages of travelling, it is common to allow a high place to the knowledge of human
nature. a still higher accession might be men- lydia sigourney - muse.jhu - (sigourney), 119 attribution,
variations of, 34 authorial identity, 243 authorship, as process, 33 autobiography, 12 baby- letter poems, 127,
137 “baby of six months old, to her neighbor on his second birthday” (sigourney), 127 baby shows, 135– 37
“baby’s note to a baby, with a pair of coral bracelets” (sigourney), 127– 28 haddon hall’s poems gsarchive - haddon hall (1840) lydia huntley sigourney 96 the disappointment (1831) john newby mosby 101
fox cloud (1873) spencer timothy hall 104 ... printed in pleasant memories of pleasant lands, 1856. emmeline
stuart-wortley: lines on haddon hall. printed in the keepsake, ... and grows stronger in our memories.
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